Helping Hand Twin Grip
Magnifying Glass & Alligator Clamps

- 13 Points of Adjustment
- Clips Open to 1/2"
- 2 Alligator Clips
- Crossbar Slide Adjustments
- Parts Are All Nickel Plated
- Base Is Black Hammertone Finish
- Cast Iron Base Prevents Tipping

Clamps Leave Hands Free While Objects Are Held for Gluing, Soldering, Assembly, Observing, etc.

Magnifying Glass Enlarges Pieces Being Observed for More Accurate Viewing. Use With or Without Glass

Helping Hand
Part No. HH926
$9.95 ea.

---

Polishing Pads
The Lower Cost Alternative to Scotch-Brite™
(But Still Excellent Quality)

White
- 4 Grades Available
- All Pads Are: 6" x 9" (152mm x 228mm)

Ultra-Fine Polishing Pad (Gray)
Use this pad when high conformability and an ultra-fine finish on metals, woods, plastics and composites is required. It's just right for cosmetic cleaning or for creating consistent finishes.
(20 pads per box)

Light Duty All Poly Cleansing Pad (White)
With its very mild abrasive, this pad is commonly used with liquid detergents for gentle but thorough cleaning of porcelain, stainless steel, chrome, painted surfaces and glass.
(20 pads per box)

Ultra-Fine Polishing Pad (Gray)
Use this pad when high conformability and an ultra-fine finish on metals, woods, plastics and composites is required. It's just right for cosmetic cleaning or for creating consistent finishes.
(20 pads per box)

General Duty Coarse Pad (Black)
Similar to pad #1017447, but has a 30% to 50% longer life. Preparation time is also reduced, as its special mineral content provides a faster cut, not a coarser cut.
(20 pads per box)

Ultra-Fine Polishing Pad (Gray)
Use this pad when high conformability and an ultra-fine finish on metals, woods, plastics and composites is required. It's just right for cosmetic cleaning or for creating consistent finishes.
(20 pads per box)

General Purpose Polishing Pad (Maroon)
This pad has set the standard for surface conditioning worldwide. In cleaning, finishing, blending and deburring applications, the 1017447 hand pad cleans and finishes faster, easier and with better results than conventional abrasives in an unlimited number of applications.
(20 pads per box)
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